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LOCAL NEWS  
 

BOOK PRESENTATION 

“Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory. 75 years of outstanding 

achievements” 

 

On January 27, the Byurakan Astrophysical 

Observatory (BAO) celebrated the book 

presentation “Byurakan Astrophysical 

Observatory. 75 years of outstanding 

achievements” dedicated to the 75th 

anniversary of BAO. 

 

This is a unique book presenting the history 

of the Observatory (Yerevan-2021, 464 

pages).  

It consists of 2 parts: scientific and 

informative. The scientific part covers the 

most important scientific results achieved 

during the year 1946-2021. 22 scientific 

papers are grouped in 4 sections named “Stars and Nebulae”, “Extragalactic astronomy”, 

“Theoretical Astrophysics” and “Other Studies”.   

The informative section presents the 75-year history of BAO, the biography of its founder, one 

of the greatest scientists of the 20th century Viktor Ambartsumian.  It also contains information 

about BAO 2․6 m, 1 m Schmidt and other telescopes, lists scientific or popular events 

organized by BAO and etc. 

 

The presentation was attended by BAO researchers and employees of other departments, 

representatives of different libraries, namely from the National Library of Armenia and the 

Library of the Armenian State Pedagogical University after Khachatur Abovyan (ASPU), as 

well as other guests. 
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BAO Director Areg Mickaelian, who’s also the editor-in-chief of the book, opened the event. 

In his speech, A. Mickaelian presented the content and the structure of the book, as well as 

introduced the researchers who participated in its composition. This was followed by the 

distribution of the copies to those present.  

 

To make the book available to the public, BAO donated copies of the book to the National 

Library of Armenia and the library of the ASPU.  

In the near future copies will be sent to other libraries of Armenia and Artsakh as well to 

replenish the book on BAO.   

 

We hope that the book will be useful for professional astronomers and astrophysicists, 

astronomy students, specialists in the history of science and all those interested in science.   

BAO Director Areg Mickaelian at the book presentation. BAO. 2022 
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The Annual Meeting of the European Astronomical Society Took Place 

The annual meeting of the heads of astronomical companies, members of the Executive Board 

of the European Astronomical Society (EAS), took place online. The meeting was chaired by 

EAS President, Prof. Roger L. Davies.  

The meeting was attended by 29 member companies, including the Armenian Astronomical 

Society (ArAS). It should be noted that the ArAS has been a member of the EAS since 2001, 

the year of its establishment. 

During the meeting, the policy of the EAS was discussed, the annual reports of astronomical 

societies were presented, and the cooperation between the societies was discussed. 

Areg Mickaelian, the current president of ArAS, the Director of BAO, presented a report on 

“ArAS Activities 2021”, summarizing the previous year’s activities. 

 

The EAS, founded in 1990, is a society of individual members. It promotes and advances 

astronomy in Europe. The EAS holds annual meetings, has established a number of awards, 

and publishes newsletters. 

 

 

  

https://eas.unige.ch/index.jsp
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Areg Mickaelian Participated in the Session of the Board of the Eurasian 

Astronomical Society 

 

Areg Mickaelian, the director of the BAO and the current president of the Armenian 

Astronomical Society (ArAS), participated at the online meeting of the Eurasian Astronomical 

Society’s (EAAS) Board of Directors, which took on January 21. The session was chaired by 

EAAS Co-Chair Nikolai Samus. 

The meeting of the Board of Directors held the following questions: Report on the work of the 

Board, the development of astronomy in Ukraine, the work of the Astrocourier newsletter, the 

results of the re-registration of EAAS members, the activity of the journal “Astronomical and 

Astrophysical Transactions”, astronomical Olympiads, EAAS awards and so forth. 

 

It should be noted that the EAAS is the legal successor of the former Soviet Union 

Astronomical Society, uniting astronomers from a number of European, Asian countries, as 

well as many other countries. 

 

ArAS actively cooperates with EAAS and is its official representative in Armenia.  

 

 

EAAS Board of Directors' Meeting 2022 
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The Most Important Astronomy Related Abbreviations 

 

The names of famous astronomical institutions and their abbreviations, which are often found 

in the press releases issued by ArAS and BAO are now at hand in two languages (Armenian 

and English). 
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Sync Your Calendar with the Cosmic Events 

 

We are happy to let you know that Calendar of Celestial Events 2022 and Calendar of 

International Astronomy Events 2022 are already available on Armenian Astronomical 

Society's (ArAS) website. The calendars are bilingual: Armenian and English.  

Go ahead and sync your calendar with the cosmic events! 

 

  

https://www.aras.am/Calendar/2022/2022.php
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ANNIVERSARIES 
 

Anahit Yeghiazarian’s 70th Anniversary 

 
On January 18, BAO former researcher Anahit Yegiazarian 

celebrated her 70th anniversary.  

Anahit Yeghiazarian was born on January 18, 1952. She worked 

at the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory from 1974 to 2019.  

She took her Ph.D. degree in 1987. Since 1988, A. Yeghiazarian 

was a research associate of BAO. She is a specialist in AGNs and 

starburst galaxies having some 20 papers on these topics. A. 

Yeghiazarian is a member of ArAS since 2001.  

 

  

Anahit Yeghiazarian 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

 

Stephen Hawking’s 80th Anniversary 

 

 On January 8, Stephen Hawking would celebrate his 80th 

anniversary (1942-2018). He was born in 1942 in Oxford, 

England. Fascinated by how the universe functioned from a 

young age, his curiosity and intellect earned him the nickname 

“Einstein.” Following a diagnosis with a neurodegenerative 

disease at 21, the music of composer Richard Wagner and the 

loving support of his future wife Jane Wilde motivated 

Hawking to dedicate himself to physics, math, and 

cosmology.   

Stephen Hawking was one of history’s most influential 

scientific minds, English cosmologist, author, and theoretical 

physicist. From colliding black holes to the Big Bang, his theories on the origins and mechanics 

of the universe revolutionized modern physics while his best-selling books made the field 

widely accessible to millions of readers worldwide.  

In 1965, Hawking defended his doctoral thesis at the University of Cambridge, “Properties of 

Expanding Universes,” which presented the revolutionary theory that space and time originated 

from a singularity, a point both infinitely small and dense, best known today as the key 

characteristic of black holes. That year, Hawking was accepted as a research fellow at 

Cambridge’s Gonville and Caius College. Hawking’s obsession with black holes led to his 

1974 discovery that particles could escape black holes. This theory, coined Hawking radiation, 

is widely considered his most important contribution to physics.  

In 1979, Hawking’s groundbreaking work on black holes prompted Cambridge to appoint him 

as the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics, a position held by Isaac Newton in 1669. Hawking’s 

doctoral thesis was released to the public in 2017 on a University of Cambridge website, which 

crashed due to enormous amounts of traffic. 

Google paid tribute to the renowned scientist creating an alteration of the search engine's logo 

for his birthday. Check out the famous Google Doodle.  

Stephen Hawking 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Isim0ysZ6X4&t=34s
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Michel Mayor’s 80th Anniversary 
  

 

On 12 January, Nobel Prize winner Michel Mayor celebrated 

his 80th anniversary.  

Michel Mayor was born on 12 January 1942, in Lausanne, 

Switzerland. After studying at the University of Lausanne, he 

attended the Geneva Observatory, which is affiliated with the 

University of Geneva. He earned his doctorate in Astronomy 

in 1971 and became a professor in 1988. He has worked for 

periods at the University of Cambridge, the European Southern 

Observatory in Chile and the University of Hawaii. 

Mayor’s early research focused on binary stars, open and 

globular clusters, and the structure and evolution of the Milky 

Way Galaxy. 

 

M. Mayor was awarded the 2019 Nobel Prize for Physics for his discovery with Swiss 

astronomer Didier Queloz of the first known extrasolar planet orbiting a Sun-like star. Mayor 

and Queloz received one half of the prize; the other half was awarded to Canadian-born 

American physicist James Peebles. 

 

Michel Mayor was the first winner of the Victor Ambartsumian International Science Prize in 

2010 together with his teammates Nuno Santos and Garik Israelian․ Now he is a member of 

the International Steering Committee. 

 

  

Michel Mayor 

© Nobel Media. Photo: A. Mahmoud 

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/2019/mayor/facts/
http://vaprize.sci.am/#:~:text=Viktor%20Ambartsumian%20International%20Science%20Prize,astronomy%2Fastrophysics%20and%20related%20sciences.&text=The%20Prize%20is%20being%20awarded,present%20it%20is%20USD%20300%2C000.
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ArAS News is the electronic newsletter of the Armenian Astronomical Society. It was 

distributed to all ArAS members from the beginning of 2002, 4 times a year, typically at the 

end of each trimester. In 2009-2014, 8 issues annually and since 2015, 12 issues annually have 

been released. 

 

ArASNews publishes information materials on ArAS, Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory and 

the Armenian astronomy in general, reports on ArAS Annual Meetings and participation of the 

Armenian astronomers in important international meetings, articles on occasion of 

anniversaries of famous Armenian astronomers and ArAS members, acceptance of new ArAS 

members, achievements of the Armenian astronomers, astronomical education in Armenia, 

Armenian archaeoastronomy, as well as science articles (reviews) on important studies. 

 

So, if you want to share your studies with the scientific community, send us your articles to 

melin.asryan@gmail.com. They will be reviewed for the publication in ArAS Newsletters next 

issues.  

 

 

ArAS Newsletter issues are available online. 

 

 

https://www.aras.am/ArasNews/arasnews.html

